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What is SGP-Lite?
SGP-Lite is an innovative application that allows you to manage documentation and
technical content by using a Tablet (iOS™, Android™, Windows™ 8 and other mobile
devices).

What is it used for?
SGP-Lite is a very useful tool that in a very simple and intuitive way facilitates and
supports technical activities by:
¾ Consulting publications and technical documentation (manuals, parts
catalogues, project specifications, safety and emergency procedures, diagrams,
archives, etc.). The information and data you need whenever and wherever you
need them!
¾ Displaying - in a very practical way and directly at your workplace - machinery,
systems, equipment, modules, work instruments, etc. through high resolution
photography, diagrams and drawings both in 2D and 3D.
¾ Navigating interactive training and multimedia content (technical descriptions,
operating simulations, dynamic display of assembling/ disassembling
procedures, etc.) integrated with technical documentation.
In addition to all the above, it is possible to manage and share all these functions on
the web (by connecting to a company’s documentation portal, web-based data
bases, on-line training management systems, etc.).

Who needs it?
SGP-Lite is necessary to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the following job
profiles:
¾ Operators and technicians (electricians, mechanics, electronic technicians, etc.)
who work on the systems both in the workshop and on board.
¾ Staff responsible for the design, development and maintenance of technical
documentation.
¾ Marketing directors to present the company’s products to their clients.

What are the advantages?
¾ Total portability of technical information and of training content.
¾ Maximum digitalization and integration of technical information (no paper, no
volumes, no cupboards, no workstation).
¾ Maximum speed, accuracy and precision in accessing content.
¾ Light-weight hardware.
¾ Both local and network multimedia communication.
¾ Very simple (SGP Lite does not require any basic computer skills).

